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Outdoor policy (an appendix) 

Staff in reception and nursery are to set up large area on an alternative weeks, if it is 

your week to set up you are responsible for setting up the outdoor sand area, water 

tray and tables as well as the ongoing provision. The week you are not setting up it is 

your responsibility to make sure the outside area is tidy and clear of any toys; 

rubbish etc after tidying up is complete. 

Tidying up 

A staff member from each year group will take charge of the tidying in their semi-

circle area, encouraging children to take on roles to help. 

The other staff members are based in the larger area, equipment can be put back in 

the correct areas and from about 2.25-2.30pm then the equipment can be tidied 

away. The reception staff will bang the drum at 2.40pm to show the end of the 

session. Children sit on the floor and jobs will be given out to bring the equipment to 

the sheds, staff support in the putting away. Whilst the jobs are being completed the 

other children will be led in a music session until the tambourine signal at 2.45pm 

when children are led back into class. 

*Fridays certain activities will be cleared during morning session, sand, water, 

painting etc for cleaning and sorting. 

Looking after equipment 

It is all staffs responsibility to encourage children to take responsibility for all the 

equipment both inside and outside. If children are observed dropping, throwing, not 

using correctly any equipment it is everyone’s responsibility to follow this up.  If 

equipment is seen on floor children should be encouraged to pick up and return it but 

if no children about staff should pick up and return it. 

Equipment in each of the semi-circle areas is to stay in these areas and not be taken 

into the large area and equipment from large area should stay in that area. 

Equipment can be transferred from section to section if part of the play, bricks from 

construction into house etc and children should be encouraged to return after play is 

finished. 

Any equipment broken beyond repair should be disposed of and reported to other 

staff members. Any equipment that can be repaired should be reported to school 

keeper. 

Wet weather 

Staff setting up use judgement to what gets set up on wet days, keeping in mind the 

broad and balanced curriculum that should be available inside and out whatever the 

weather. And if weather improves then other activities can be introduced. If extreme 

weather outdoor play should be available as normal but children can be kept under 

the shelter. 

 



Outdoor clothing 

Children should wear a coat and encouraged to have it fastened through the winter 

months, splashing in puddles if they are wearing wellington boots, umbrellas if it is 

raining. During the summer children have to have shoulders covered, sandals with 

backs and hats encouraged. Children who bring items such as sunglasses will be 

reminded that they are responsible for their own property. 
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